Dermoscopic features of Bowen's disease in Asians.
Previously, dermoscopic features of Bowen's disease (BD) were extensively investigated in two studies, but there were some discrepancies. The dispute necessitated a further study concerning the dermoscopic features of BD. To describe the dermoscopic features of BD in Asians and to assess dermoscopy as a post-treatment monitoring tool of BD. Dermoscopic examinations of histopathologically diagnosed 26 BD lesions were performed to evaluate for the presence of various dermoscopic features. In addition, the correlating changes of dermoscopic features and histopathological results before and after treatments were assessed in five patients with BD. Dermoscopically, 10 lesions were pigmented and 16 lesions were non-pigmented. The most frequent dermoscopic findings of BD were vascular structures (96%) and a scaly surface (96%). Among vascular structure, glomerular vessels were most frequently observed (77%). The other vascular structures in our study were linear irregular vessels, dotted vessels, polymorphous/atypical vessels and arborizing vessels. Among five patients who had been treated with either photodynamic therapy or 5% imiquimod cream, four patients revealed disappearance of dermoscopic vascular structures, but one patient showed remaining vascular structures after treatment. Skin biopsy from treated lesions disclosed clearance of BD in four patients who had no vascular structures but remaining BD in the patient whose dermoscopic finding displayed no disappearance of vascular structures. Vascular structures, especially glomerular vessels plus a scaly surface, were common dermoscopic findings of BD in Asians. In addition, existence of dermoscopic vascular structures after treatment appears to be associated with residual disease.